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Dro dzy Czy tel ni cy!

przed państwem czwarte wydanie kwartalnika naukowego packaging review, prezentującego działania badawczo-rozwojowe oraz
postęp technologiczny w branży opakowaniowej w europie Środkowo-Wschodniej. to jeden z kluczowych - szczególnie dla polskiej
gospodarki, stojącej produkcją żywności, ale i dla krajów ościennych - segmentów przemysłowych. 
na łamach czasopisma prezentujemy naukowe i zawodowe osiągnięcia naukowców dotyczące całokształtu zagadnień związanych
z opakowaniami, pracujących w ośrodkach badawczych i najbardziej innowacyjnych firmach zarówno w polsce, jak i za granicą.
informujemy o targach i konferencjach naukowych oraz je relacjonujemy. Jesteśmy także pomostem łączącym naukę z biznesem
– popularyzując innowacje sprawiamy, że mają one szansę na wdrożenie i zastosowanie w przemyśle. 
Jednym z przykładów udanej współpracy na linii ośrodek badawczy – producent opakowań jest nasz okładkowy temat  – innowacyjna
technologia metalizacji ecolure, wdrożona w firmie dot2dot. Owocem jest efektowne opakowanie wyprodukowane z  poszanowaniem
środowiska i zasobów.
Zapraszamy do dzielenia się projektami badawczo-rozwojowymi na łamach packaging review!

Dear Readers!

We would like to present you with the fourth issue of scientific Quarterly packaging
review, the magazine focused on scientific research, developmental activities and
technological progress in the packaging industry in central and eastern europe.
packaging for food production is a key industrial segment – and this periodical is
developed for poland and neighboring countries.

in this magazine we present scientific findings and professional achievements from
bona fide scientists.  the articles highlight the focused efforts of those professionals
on all issues related to packaging science working in research centers and the most
innovative companies in both poland and abroad. We inform and report on scientific
conferences and tradeshows. We are also a bridge between science and business 
– by communicating technological innovations we hope to make breakthroughs
executable throughout  the industry. 

One example of successful cooperation between a research center and a packaging
manufacturer is our cover topic – the innovative ecolure metallization technology,
implemented at dot2dot company. the fruit is an impressive packaging produced
with respect for the environment and resources.

We invite you to share your r&d projects in packaging review pages!

Mgr inż. Anna Naruszko. Absolwentka instytutu poligrafii politechniki Warszawskiej (obecnie Zakład technologii poligraficznych, 
Wydział mechaniczny technologiczny pW). redaktor naczelna miesięczników branżowych „po li gra fi ka” i „Opa ko wa nie”, pre zes za rzą du 
Al fa -print sp. z o. o, wy daw cy tych mie sięcz ni ków oraz kwar tal ni ka „pac ka ging re view”.

Anna Naruszko, M.Sc. graduate of the institute of printing at Warsaw university of technology (currently the department of printing
technologies, faculty of mechanical and industrial engineering, Warsaw university of technology). editor-in-chief of the monthly trade
magazines “poligrafika” and “Opakowanie”, ceO of Alfa-print sp. z o.o, publisher of these magazines and of the scientific quarterly “packaging
review”.
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EcolurE – bEauty and sustainability

in onE in light of today’s challEngEs

for thE packaging markEt

global packaging markEt trEnds

the leading trends at the global market of packaging may be

classified in five categories: production trends, demand trends,

trends in respect of packaging functionality, technological

trends and the ones connected with the environment protection.

for the needs of the present paper, the attention will be focused

on the latter mentioned trend. care for the natural environment

is the most important trend on the packaging market which

will have a deciding impact on further development of the

packaging sector. therefore, the attempts are undertaken

aiming at the reduction of its negative influence on the

environment and transformation of the packaging sector

towards the circular economy. eu directive 2019/904 of the

european parliament and of the council of 5 June 2015 on the

reduction of the impact of certain plastic products on the

environment identifies 6 main trends in aspect of the

sustainable development and environmental protection. the

mentioned trends include:

– eco-design, understood as the design of new products, with

consideration of their complete life cycle. in the context of

the products, listed in Annexes to directive 2019/904  it means

product design destined for recycling, minimization of the

mass of the products, productre-use in the same or another

value chain and obtaining of mono-material for manufacture

ABSTRACT: today the packaging design and production is vastly driven by the aspect of sustainability, which is not merely a consumer trend, but 
a necessity to meet the goals of sustainable growth, as well as the legal demands imposed by Eu regulations. packaging manufacturers are challenged
to continuously seek new ways of providing products compliant with modern demands.
Ecolure is an example of a sustainable paper packaging solution that is recyclable and compostable while still maintaining the metallized shine of 
a traditional pEt-laminated board. 
key words: sustainable paper packaging, laminated packaging, metallized packaging, eco-friendly packaging technology, pEt lamination, research
packaging project

STRESZCZENIE: obecnie w projektowaniu i produkcji opakowań ogromną rolę odgrywa aspekt zrównoważonego rozwoju, który nie jest jedynie trendem
konsumenckim, ale koniecznością do spełnienia postawionych celów ekologicznych, a także wymagań prawnych narzuconych przez regulacje unijne.
producenci opakowań stają przed wyzwaniem ciągłego poszukiwania nowych sposobów dostarczania produktów zgodnych z aktualnymi wymaganiami.
Ecolure jest przykładem zrównoważonego rozwiązania w zakresie opakowań papierowych, które nadają się do recyklingu i kompostowania, a jednocześnie
zachowują metaliczny połysk tradycyjnego arkusza laminowanego pEt.
słowa kluczowe: zrównoważone opakowania papierowe, opakowanie laminowane, opakowanie metalizowane, ekologiczna technologia pakowania, 
laminacja pEt, projekt badawczy opakowania
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PIc.1 : ONe Of The leAdINg TreNdS AT The glObAl mArkeT Of PremIum PAckAgINg IS ecOlOgy.

– Alternative materials – in the context of single-use plastic

products, it is referred to replacing materials with similar or

better properties and functionality, for example, paper, wood,

glass, natural materials, bio-composites (multi-material

composites, using paper and bio-plastics), materials derived

from agricultural and forest waste and by-products, food

products, etc.

– reusable packaging

– Zero Waste

– e-commerce – especially in the context of fast-moving

goods, for packaging of which the so-called single-use

plastics are used

– the concept of the sharing economy (also in relation to

packaging).

Eco-dEsign of packaging in thEory 

the trend of eco-design of packaging is well illustrated by 

a new line of dOt2dOt products, called ecolure. Before

discussing the mentioned products, let’s learn more precisely

what eco-design is. 

According to standard pkn-isO/tr 14062:2004, eco-design

means “inclusion of environmental aspects in the design and

development of a product”. eco-design is, therefore, the

supplementation of the main elements, considered in standard

process, such as safety, functionality, ergonomics, resistance

parameters or costs, plus two additional factors: evaluation of

impact on the environment and perspective of the complete

life cycle. in practice, it means the development of a new or

improved version of packaging with a smaller impact on the

environment. eco-design, as being an instrument of minimizing

the influence on the environment, has already been considered

for many years as the priority measure in the field of the eu 

as well as polish strategies. the development of guidelines 

in respect of designing the eco-friendly packaging, their

ecological optimization and minimization of potential food

losses connected with packaging is aimed at reduction of

environmental impacts resulting from production, use and

recycling of the used packaging. they should also give 

a guarantee that they meet the requirements connected with

the appropriate protection of the packaged products and safety

of their use. it has been confirmed by many documents and, in

particular, by the package of activities concerning the circular

economy, as created by the european commission.  

Eco-dEsign in practicE 

dOt2dOt, as a packaging manufacturer , cooperates with

customers from many sectors of the economy with a focus on

the beauty and food industries. it is more and more frequently

visible how strong a pressure is exerted by the clients who expect

packaging to be sustainable without the loss of its visual values

at the same time. On the one hand, we have to deal with the

legal regulations, approximating the introduction of the provisions

from the successive directives of the european union concerning

packaging and packaging waste. On the other , we must consider

Eco is the 
new premium 
packaging 
standard
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also market trends and choices made by the consumers in favour

of sustainable packaging. Answering contemporary market’s

expectations dOt2dOt has developed a concept called

dOt2green which places focus of all activities undertaken by

the company to be aimed at minimizing the impact of packaging

on the environment. Within the  frames of dOt2green an

innovative project, “development of innovative and eco-friendly

cardboard packaging with optical protection on the metallised

substrate”, has been developed and successfully implemented

as a result of a two-year research and development work . it was

financed within the frames of the competition of the national

centre for research and development. the assumptions of the

project include the development and manufacture (in pilot-scale

line) of paper packaging that would be free of plastic and,

simultaneously, would be attractive owing to a shiny metallic

layer. the departure from traditional lamination with pet film as

the inseparable underlying component in favour of the new

sustainable solution could neither cause loss of visual quality

for laminate, nor lower the functional properties of the packaging. 

during the industrial stage of the project, the research &

development staff of the company developed the assumptions

for production of new eco-friendly packaging. the process is

commenced from coverage of cardboard with glue and laying

the laminate; the successive stage includes removal of the pet

layer from the laminate. the prepared sheets are subjected to

the stages of overprinting and varnishing, punching, moulding

and gluing of the final packaging shape. the r&d team,

supported by two research units (Warsaw university of

technology, institute of mechanical engineering and printing

and the Łukasiewicz research network –Łódź institute of

technology) tested the products made from traditional laminate

and the products with the metallised layer without pet layer

(hereinafter being called ecolure), as manufactured in the

laboratory conditions.  the tests included also materials used

in performance of the samples. 

the results of the stage of industrial tests were as follows:

– the types of the applied metallised transfer and traditional

foil are characterized by highly comparable mechanical

parameters;

– degree of gloss (measurement at angle of 20o) for all foils

exceeds value of 200 gu (gloss units);

– it was found that the application of transfer foil in the

composition of laminate as compared to the traditional film

did not have any significant effect on the change in the

resistance parameters of laminates (resistance to stretching

and elongation at maximum stretching force);

– it was confirmed that overprinting with offset inks of Led uV

type also did not have any effect on mechanical properties

of laminates; the adhesion of overprint and quality of printing

with inks Led uV in test laminates with the use of traditional

and transferable films was comparable; 

– the level of global migration for the test laminates with

transferable foil was found significantly lower the admitted

limit of 10 mg/dm2;

– the test laminates with transferable film, as compared to

those ones with the traditional foil, obtained also the

comparable results in respect of the following parameters:

smoothness, soaking of aluminium in cardboard, sensory

evaluation (for standard substance – chocolate) and barrier

to water.

the positive results of the laboratory stage of the project

allowed entrance to the developmental stage and manufacture

PIc 2:  ecOlure IS AN exAmPle Of A SuSTAINAble PAPer 

PAckAgINg SOluTION ThAT IS recyclAble ANd cOmPOSTAble whIle

STIll mAINTAININg The meTAllIzed ShINe Of A TrAdITIONAl PeT-

lAmINATed bOArd.
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of packaging. When designing the pilot-scale line for

manufacture of ecolure products, the guiding factors included

the results of the tests from the first stage such as temperature

threshold for the implementation of effective process of

lamination and the lower limit of the pressure of metallised

transfer film exerted on the cardboard during lamination. the

amount of appropriate glue was chosen in order to conduct

the correct lamination process. the studies on the influence of

the time between the process of laminating and delaminating

on the effectiveness of delaminating were carried out; the

negative impact on the quality of final laminates was not found.

the technology of removal of the transferable film without

damage of the metallised layer in manufacturing conditions

was improved. 

the correctness of arrangement of pilot-scale line was

confirmed by production of several series of packaging.

Additionally, the Led uV technology was chosen for over

printing due to the lower effect on the environment in

comparison to uV technology. the stability of Led uV printing

process for the packaging on the metallic layer ecolure was

examined. the overprint of the traditional laminate is carried

out on pet film; in the case of ecolure it is performed directly

on the metallic layer; hence, there is a necessity of verifying

the correctness of overprint and its stability. 

All packaging samples (printed with Led uV ink) were

characterized by a high resistance to light effect. After 40 hours

of exposure to uV light, the change in cmyk colours was lower

than value ∆eab 5: for overprint of magenta ink, the observed

change in colour was equal to 4 (∆eab = 4.04) and for the

remaining colours (c, y, k) the values of change in colour were

decisively lower. the effect of light caused a minimum change

in gloss of packaging – the gloss was decreased maximum 

by ca. 10% of initial value. Additionally, the results of the

resistance tests confirmed that the packaging with overprint

on laminate with transferable film and lacquered with Led uV

inks obtained the positive results in respect of resistance to

abrasion. 

summing up

After the completion of the research project dOt2dOt is able

to offer the ecolure packaging where the eco-friendliness has

many following aspects:

– certificate of recycling – the possibility of reprocessing

together with other paper materials

– certificate of compostability – possibility of subjecting 

a given packaging to the industrial composting process 

– reduction of carbon footprint by almost 6% in relation to

packaging obtained by traditional method – index of

carbon footprint for packaging made in technology with

transferable film at the level of 57.5 kg cO2 eq.

– Lower energy consumption of overprinting and lacquering

process even by 50%. ecolure packaging are produced with

the utilization of Led uV printing technology which is

characterized by a lower energy intake and owing to it, lower

energy consumption as compared to the ir drying

technology (hot air) by ca 10% or uV – more than 50%.

– elimination of ozone during processes in printing machine

– the application of Led uV technology does not cause

generation of ozone as in the case of uV technology. 

***
the described work was carried out within the frames of the project dot2dot

Sa, co-financed by the european union from the means of the european fund

of regional development under the program; Intelligent development. the

project was implemented in the frames of the competition of the National

centre for research and development” “fast path”.  

overprint 

plastic film
metallised layer

glue layer
cardboard 

overprint 

metallised layer
glue layer

cardboard

fIg. 1. cOmPArISON Of The STrucTure Of PrINTed lAmINATeS wITh TrAdITIONAl meTAllISed fOIl (A) ANd TrANSferAble fIlm (b)

A b
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studiEs of thE factors 
affEcting thE procEss of lasEr
marking of cardboard packaging

ABSTRACT: studies of the carbon dioxide laser marking process on cardboard packaging are presented. approbation of the technological process of
marking was carried out at different power of the laser beam and the speed of its movement. the optimal marking mode is set (laser radiation power 12
w and speed 240 mm/s), which provides the smoothest and clearest line edges. with such modes of laser processing, only the surface layers of the
cardboard are destroyed, but the internal structure remains intact. it has been confirmed that the quality of laser marking is affected by the characteristics
of the material, in particular its morphological surface structure. on the basis of the system and technical analysis, the factors influencing the quality of
laser marking were determined, which were grouped into three groups: characteristics of the laser beam; properties of the base material; conditions of
interaction of laser radiation with the material.
key words: laser marking, packaging, cardboard, microscopy, surface structure,quality

STRESZCZENIE: przedstawiono badania procesu znakowania laserowego dwutlenku węgla na opakowaniach kartonowych. dokonano aprobacię procesu
technologicznego znakowania przy różnej mocy wiązki laserowej i prędkości jej ruchu. ustawiony jest optymalny tryb znakowania (moc promieniowania
lasera 12 w i prędkość 240 mm/s), który zapewnia najgładsze i najdokładniejsze krawędzie linii. przy takich trybach obróbki laserowej niszczone są tylko
powierzchniowe warstwy tektury, ale struktura wewnętrzna pozostaje nienaruszona. za pomocą badań mikroskopii elektronowej potwierdzono, że na
jakość znakowania laserowego mają wpływ właściwości materiału, w szczególności jego morfologiczna struktura powierzchni. na podstawie analizy
systemowej i technicznej określono czynniki wpływające na jakość znakowania laserowego, które obejmują trzy grupy: charakterystyki wiązki laserowej;
właściwości materiału bazowego, warunki oddziaływania promieniowania laserowego z materiałem.
słowa kluczowe: znakowanie laserowe, opakowanie, karton, mikroskopia, struktury powierzchni, jakość

doi: 10.15199/42.2022.4.2

introduction 

the contemporary development of technology makes the

producers obliged to create and introduce perfect quality control

systems for the products, their identification and logistics. in

connection with this situation, there is a need of multi-level

marking of the manufactured products, with the aim to deliver

the obligatory and optional information about production to the

consumer. nowadays, there are known different technologies

for marking of the products. it includes, in particular, mechanical

contact marking (extrusion or incision, cutting, perforation,

engraving and use of stamp), thermal marking (melting and

burning); thermo-transfer printing; digital printing (ink-jet) and

electrochemical process. from among the mentioned above

technologies, laser marking occupies the important place

(carbon-dioxide laser or semiconductor laser). it is employed in

many applications – for marking of the production date and

expiration date (Best before...) of food products on their

packaging, labelling of packaging for medicinal products,

cosmetics, bar codes, symbols, logos, eco-signs, etc. [1-3].

the advantage of laser marking includes the rate of placing

the information and the possibility of marking in hardly

accessible sites and, also a lack of direct contact of mechanical

impact on the products what prevents their damage. there are,

however, the increased requirements concerning a high detail

of the text, precise transmission of small letter types and

images. 
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physical principle of laser marking consists in the interaction

between falling laser beam and the used packaging materials; it

is dependent on three componential factors – values of reflected,

absorbed and penetrating rays. the reflected and penetrating

beam renders energy to the material to be marked. the

absorption capacity is dependent on the length of the wave 

of the falling beam which determines its power. When the

wavelength is decreased, the energy of laser irradiation is

increased. the absorbed energy is used for vibration or electronic

induction or for performance of photo-chemical reactions.  

As affected by cO2 laser irradiation in the ir area at spectrum

of ca. 9.6 – 10.6 nm, being absorbed by a given material, its

local heating up, melting or evaporation takes place at the site

of passage of laser beam. the mentioned processes are based

on untypical structural and stage transformations of a given

material; they are generated as a result of extremely high rates

of its heating and later cooling down under the conditions of

laser irradiation.

the elements which play here the important role include: values

of density, strength of laser irradiation, the possibility of

saturation of surface layers with the environment elements,

increase of the density of dislocation in the irradiation zone

and other effects. Laser gas tube, in which the laser beam is

indicated, is the main element of laser equipment. 

under the influence of strong laser irradiation, different physical

and chemical processes occur in the employed materials; their

nature and type are determined by temperature, time and rate

of heating and cooling of material. the mentioned factors are

dependent on energetic and geometric characteristics of the

laser beam, properties of the processed material and geometric

shape and weight (mass) of the product, technological scheme

of its processing, etc. [4].

during laser marking of the products, the packaging materials

absorb laser irradiation and transform it from the light energy 

into heat energy. the general scheme of cO2 laser is given in fig.1. 

thE subjEct and mEthods of thE tEsts 

the subject of the test covered the process of laser (cO2)

marking of cardboard packaging. 

in the tests, kromopak gc2 cardboard (producer: mayr-melnhof

karton, slovenia) was used. it was produced from primary

cellulose fibres (fBB) with the double chalked layer; the upper

and lower layer was composed of chemical whitened cellulose

and waste paper; the middle layer was mechanical mass; the

composition was as follows: primary fibres – 60%, industrial

waste paper – 30%, surface coating – 10%. such cardboard 

is employed in packaging of cosmetics, medicinal products,

personal hygiene products and foodstuffs. technical

characteristics of cardboard are given in tab.1 [6]. 

Overprint on the cardboard was performed in offset sheet

machine heideLBerg speedmaster sm 74-5+L using corona

gA5015 ink (produced by huber group). 

the experimental studies of laser marking process were carried

out in machine of ts1390 model. the control panel of laser

installation is equipped with monitor that displays the rate,

power and time of work and volume of file; it also enables

change of the processing parameters during the work. the

driver facilitates work with the programmes: coreldraw,

revIeWed artIcle

density, iSO 536, g/m2                                                                                  350

Thickness, iSO 534, µm                                                                                572

rigidity L+w 50 – longitudinal direction, n/m, Din 53121                   61.3

rigidity L+w 50 – transverse direction, n/m, Din 53121                      27.2

rigidity (L+w)/v(md x cd)                                                                           40.8

whiteness, iSO 2470, %                                                                                 87

TAb.1. TechNIcAl PrOPerTIeS Of cArdbOArd (AccOrdINg TO ISO 187)

fIg.1. Scheme Of mArkINg wITh cO2 lASer [5]

electric engine
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marking
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Autocad and Lasercut what ensures the effectiveness of work

with the variable data (logo, bar codes, numbers, and different

texts of marking and typing letters). the built-in memory allows

the storage of files in laser machine and work without computer,

causing the performance of the program from the memory of

laser machine. the process of marking is fully automated. 

technological process of marking was conducted at the

following parameters: power from 12 to 20 W and the rate of

the beam motion during marking from 140 to 240 mm/s,

marking step was equal to 0.635, width of the line of laser

irradiation (laser seam) amounted to 0.05 – 3 mm; the

frequency of laser irradiation impulses was 10 khz. during

laser marking of the packaging, the choice of focal length is

the important parameter. the discussed technology allows the

choice of the lens with large (fig. 2a) and small (fig. 2b) focal

length. the larger focal distance means greater area of marking

and larger focusing. the shorter focal length means smaller

marking area and narrower sharpness.

it is known that in order to ensure the reliable readout of bar

codes, it is necessary to create the bars which will be in contrast,

depending on the surface of material. to examine the

coarseness of the cardboard surface without marking and in

the areas of marking, the profiles were sampled in longitudinal

and transverse direction. they were then evaluated on the

grounds of curvature characteristic of material element

according to standard dinO enisO 13565-2. to these ends,

the studies of the morphology of the surface of overprints were

carried out. the studies utilized profilegraph micrO meAsure

3d the work of which is based upon the contactless method.

profilegraph has software, digital camera, allowing the

magnification of the image of the surface of the tested sample;

it enables also the visual choice of the site of measuring the

roughness. the three-dimensional image is obtained as a result

of multiple scanning of the surface. 

the structure of the surface of the copies was examined in the

light microscope BiOLAm at maximum magnification of the

lens x 2500 and photography was made using a special adapter

in digital camera Olympus e520 with the image resolution of

10 megapixels.

thE rEsults of thE studiEs

the precision of mapping of bars and spaces which contain

the indispensable coded information is the important parameter

of the quality control of bar codes, determining the correctness

of their verification. Quality indices, which are employed in

evaluation of bar code lines, include as follows: width, density,

sharpness, edge equality, etc. 

All bar codes have linear parameters and their permitted

deviations, specified in the standard. Bar code may be applied

on different materials, so the quality of mapping the bars will be

dependent on the character of their structure. the most possible

deviations of geometric dimensions of bar code elements should

be smaller than those admitted for the code [1, 7]. 

the possible shades of bar code colours are determined by

the colour of internal structure of cardboard and its upper layer.

the thinnest line of bar code corresponds to 1 module what

long 

focal

length 

Short 

focal length 

focal 

distance 

area 

of printing

area 

of printing

fIg.2. cAlculATION Of fOcAl leNgTh durINg lASer mArkINg 

fIg.3. SAmPle Of lINe Of lASer mArkINg, ThIckNeSS Of 1 POINT IN

lONgITudINAl (A) ANd TrANSVerSe (b) dIrecTION ON The SurfAce Of

cArdbOArd cOPy, PrINTed wITh blAck OffSeT INk 

                      a                                                                b
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corresponds to 0.33 mm. therefore, 1 mm-thick line contains

3 modules. the bar codes with the following combinations are

well readable: blue on white, yellow and orange; green on white,

yellow and orange, and brown on white, yellow and orange. We

cannot read out red bar codes on light-green and light-brown

colours, red on golden, blue and light-brown colours and orange

colour on golden and yellow on white. 

the task consisted in determination of technological modes of

marking which were carried out at the stage of launching the

earlier developed program; it should contain such modes as

frequency of laser irradiation pulses; rate of the beam motion;

width of laser irradiation line (laser seam); power of laser

irradiation. the coordinates of marking are set in accordance

with the arrangement of the future image.

revIeWed artIcle

modes       

    p (w)              v (mm/s)                      images generated by cO2 laser                                             photographs                                                    photographs

      20                     200

      17                     200

      14                     140

      12                     200

      12                     240

      14                     240
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to evaluate the quality of the seam of laser marking, 14 lines

with thickness of 1 point were marked on black background,

both in longitudinal (fig. 3a) as well as in transverse (fig. 3b)

direction in relation to the axis of laser tube. 

from the analysis of the discussed marking it is followed that

the lines contain the irregularities (zigzags) in both directions;

and in the case of longitudinal direction, they are somewhat

greater. small precision of the line when engraving thin elements

in longitudinal direction results from the fact that laser has 

not time for reaching the full power. the results of the

measurements of line edges show that the periods of oscillation

in longitudinal and transverse direction are different. 

due to above reasons, placing of packaging in transverse or

longitudinal direction in relation to the axis of laser beam must

be carried out with the consideration of the image character.

the process of marking the bar codes Qr and uAn-13 was

tested on cardboard gc-2, printed on brown and orange

background (table 2). 

As it is followed from analysis of bar codes, the smoothest and

most equal edges of lies are ensured by the following modes

of laser treatment – power of irradiation p=12W and rate V=240

mm/s where the surface layers of cardboard are destructed nut

the internal structure remain intact.  in connection with this fact,

the following marking was performed on the cardboard materials,

overprinted in black and blue colour, employing the following

modes: power 12W and rate of marking 240 mm/s (fig.4). 

As a result of the tests it was confirmed that the colour of the

surface of cardboard packaging had an effect on contrast and

readability of marking. the contrast of codes is considerably

greater on blue, black and brown background and smaller 

on yellow colour. the studies revealed that the presence of

 

 

                                                                                                              

 

                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                              

 

                                                                                                     

 

 

 

                                             c                                                                                                                               d

fIg.4. SAmPleS Of bAr cOdeS (A, c) ANd TheIr mIcrO-PhOTOgrAPhS (b, d x 100), 

geNerATed by lASer mArkINg ON The SurfAce Of cArdbOArd AT mOdeS: POwer 12 w ANd rATe 240 mm/S

 
 
 
fIg.5. exAmPle Of bAr cOde ON cArdbOArd gc-2 

(mOdeS Of lASer mArkINg: POwer P=14 w, rATe V=240 mm/S) 

                                                     a                                                                                                              b
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three-layer chalked layer on the surface of the cardboard has 

a positive impact on the quality of marking, increased the

readability and precision of the images. 

the increase of power up to 14W leads to deep removal of

upper layer of ink and coating and destruction of internal

structure of cardboard (fig.5).

the quality of laser marking is affected by properties of a given

material, and in particular, the structure of its surface, thermal

conductivity, density, absorption capacity which is , in turn,

dependent on the roughness of the surface, chemical

composition of material, its temperature and presence of

coating. in connection with this fact, the studies of the

microstructure of cardboard surface were carried out before

and after laser marking (fig.6).

the analysis of the surface revealed the change in the

roughness in the sites of laser marking. the mentioned change

was also dependent on the modes of marking. 

the analysis of profilegrams allowed determining the

inequalities in the sites of laser marking. the results of the

tests are given in tab.2. 

the examined surface of cardboard gc2-2 is characterized by

the mean degree of the surface irregularity (-5.5 up to +6.5 μm)

what is an evidence of uniform arrangement of structural

elements of bleached and chemo-thermo-mechanical cellulose

fibres and lack of large macro-irregularities.  On the surface of

the texture, however, we can observe partially thin, deep slots.

the parameter of roughness, ra, is equal to 0.426 μm. in the

sites of laser marking, the mentioned roughness parameter (ra)

revIeWed artIcle

 

 
fIg.6. PrOfIle Of The AreA Of OVerPrINT (1A ANd 1 b) ANd TOPOgrAPhy Of SurfAce (2A ANd 2 b) 

AT The mOdeS Of lASer mArkINg: A): P=12 w, V=240 mm/S; b): P=14 w, V=240 mm/S. 



cardboard gc2                                                                     Modes                                ra, µm                             rz, µm                            Sw, µm2                           Sz, µm2

Surface of overprint before laser marking                           –                                      0.426                                  5.5                                   974                                  760

Surface after laser marking                                 Р=12 Вт; v=240 mm/s                   0.942                                  6.5                                  1289                               1180

Surface after laser marking                                 Р=14 Вт; v=240 mm/s                    1.23                                  13.2                                1476                               2014

TAb.2. mOrPhOlOgIcAl PArAmeTerS Of OVerPrINT SurfAce 

rA IS rOughNeSS,    rz = meAN dePTh Of rOughNeSS, Sw = SurfAce Of cONVexITy, Sz = SurfAce Of dePreSSION
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increases up to 0.942 μ; the surfaces of convexities sw and

depressions sz are also increased respectively to 1289 μm2 and

1180 μm2 (at mode of marking – 12 W and rate 240 mm/s). in

the case of laser beam amounting to 14 W, the surface sw is

equal to 1476 μm2 and sz increases to 2014 μm2. 

summing up

the analysis of the experimental studies revealed that the

process of laser marking the bar codes includes many factors

and many criteria. from the viewpoint of systemic analysis,

the factors affecting the laser marking may be classified in

three groups.

the first group of factors is composed directly by characteristics

of the laser beam which generates a source of heat. the most

important parameters of the laser beam during surface treatment

are the length of the irradiation wavelength, shape and size of

the focus of the “point” and character of the distribution of

irradiation in the “focusing point”. depending on the power used,

the mode of continuous irradiation or pulsation is possible. the

pulsation work considers energy, time of action, shape and

frequency of pulses; in the conditions of scanning – amplitude,

frequency and possibility of scanning. polarization is classified

into linear or circular type.  

the second group of factors includes characteristics of the

laser substrate material and, in particular, its surface structure,

thermal conductivity, heat capacity, density, absorption capacity,

which, in turn, is dependent on surface roughness,, chemical

composition of a given material, its temperature and the

presence of coating. chemical composition of coating, its

thickness and dispersion will have, of course, the impact on

the absorption process and transmission of irradiation energy. 

the third group of factors covers characteristics of the

conditions of laser irradiation effect exerted on material: time

of the impact, kinematics of a relative motion, temperature and

chemical composition of the centre and angle of the beam

falling on the material’s surface. 

therefore, to determine the formal relationships between the

factors and parameters, the process of laser marking may 

be described using three-level model. it would contain the

geometric parameters of codes on the higher level; the weight

of the impact and effectiveness of the code readout (to facilitate

verification) at the second level; the third level would contain

the resistance to mechanical wearing and deformations of the

image created by laser.

All the mentioned above factors have the direct or indirect

impact on the quality of laser marking; therefore, they require

further deepened studies.    
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actiVE and intElligEnt 

food packaging

rEViEW papEr, part 1

rolE and tasks of packaging

packaging is an integral part of product, it decides on its

attractiveness and quality and protects from the external

conditions and possible mechanical damages. dynamic

increase of the role of packaging contributes to constant

improvement of manufacturing methods and the ways of their

production. the design enterprises and the companies-

producers of food packaging compete with each other; invent

new shapes, forms, sizes, conveniences in respect of utility

function of a given packaged product (e.g. the possibility of

multiple utilization of function: open, close, the way of opening

etc.). the packaging companies use different packaging

materials which attract the customer to their product and, in

consequence, encourage to the purchase.  packaging is one 

of the best means of advertisement, owing to which the

entrepreneur may obtain new, confidential and loyal customers.

the dynamic technical and technological development and the

increase of the manufacture of food processing articles

contribute to a greater demand on packaging [1, 4].

the exemplified trends and technologies of fresh meat

packaging for the years 2020-2028 have been given in fig.1.

they concern the type of the packaged meat (beef, poultry and

pork), the employed technologies or packaging techniques

(under vacuum, in a modified atmosphere) as well as the

regions of the world. the mentioned prognoses include

especially meat packaging in such regions as north America,

Latin America and the West europe [2, 11, 24]. 

ABSTRACT: in the present paper, the role and tasks of food packaging were discussed. the definitions, functions, forms and principles of intelligent and
active packaging acting have been presented. the application of intelligent and active packaging in food industry has been characterized. the newer and
newer generations of active and intelligent packaging are the future of food packaging systems. the development and application of new packaging
generations will be greatly dependent on perceiving the benefits, coming from their utilization by the consumers. at present, the costs connected with the
introduction of intelligent element into packaging are high. 
key words: active and intelligent packaging, application, food

STRESZCZENIE: w artykule przedstawiono rolę i zadania opakowań do żywności. podano definicje, funkcje, formy oraz zasady działania opakowań
inteligentnych i aktywnych. scharakteryzowano zastosowanie opakowań inteligentnych i aktywnych w przemyśle spożywczym. powstające coraz to
nowsze generacje opakowań aktywnych i inteligentnych stanowią przyszłość opakowalnictwa żywności. rozwój i stosowanie nowych generacji opakowań
będą w dużej mierze zależały od postrzegania korzyści płynących z ich wykorzystania przez konsumentów. w chwili obecnej koszty związane 
z wprowadzeniem elementu inteligentnego do opakowania są wysokie.
słowa kluczowe: opakowania aktywne i inteligentne, zastosowanie, żywność

doi: 10.15199/42.2022.4.3



the basic task of packaging is to make a border between 

the packaged product and the surrounding environment. it

facilitates the limitation of the impact of external environmental

factors on the products inside the packaging. the traditional

packaging materials such as plastics, glass or paper/cardboard

are designed in such a way as to ensure their neutrality in

relation to the packaged products. modern packaging must

play the additional, active functions, mainly in order to ensure

the safety and high quality of the products. such packaging

contains substances which affect the atmosphere inside the

packaging or have the interactive influence on the packaged

products.

each packaging should be adapted to the properties of a given

product. foodstuffs belong to a specific group of the products

which are subjected to constant chemical changes (e.g.

rancidity of fat, degradation of vitamins as affected by oxygen

and light etc.) as well as also, physical processes (e.g. water

evaporation or its absorption). Additionally, certain food

products such as fish or coffee emit a strong smell, the other

ones e.g. butter or bread, absorb foreign smells [15]. 

the expiration date (best before...) has a very significant meaning

for the packaged food. it is equally important for the food

consumer and the processor that the mentioned date could be

as long as possible and the product inside could be safe and

attractive. unfortunately, we may state the multiplication of

microorganisms, responsible for deterioration of foodstuffs,

especially in the case slightly processed food products, being

transported over long distances, it is, therefore, important to

introduce such packaging to the market which would limit the

growth of undesired microflora and ensure food safety [43]. 

demographic changes, life style, environmental protection and

development of outlet markets during the recent years, have

contributed to newer and newer requirements in relation to

packaging. On the one hand, we expect the increase of its

 

 

Market according to region, 2020

Key trends 

Eco-friendly unit packages 
are used for ideally rationed 
sea foods

Marking quality 
approved by USDA and 
recyclable PET trays increase 
the reliability of packaging 

Market 
of fresh meat 
packaging 
2020-2028

Kind of meat

Other

Sea foods

Poultry

Pork

Beef  

Type of material

North America
Latin America

Europe

Asia and Pacific

Middle East and Africa

Polyethylene            Polypropylene

BOPP                         EVOH

PVC                            PA

Other

Market level

ton 

fIg.1. PrOgNOSeS fOr mArkeT Of freSh meAT PAckAgINg fOr The yeArS 2020-2028 AccOrdINg TO The rePOrT Of TrANSPAreNcy mArkeT

reSeArch [11. 24]. exPlANATIONS: uSdA – dePArTmeNT Of AgrIculTure Of The uSA, cAgr – INdex Of ANNuAl grOwTh rATe; bOPP – bIAxIAl

OrIeNTed POlyPrOPyleNe; PVc – POlyVINyl chlOrIde; PA – POlyAmIde, eVOh – eThyleNe-VINyl AlcOhOl  
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protective functions, preventing natural contamination, and on

the other hand, protection from contamination of the packaged

product. thus, the search for new solutions such as increase

of the tightness and barrier of the packaging as well as more

restrictive methods of testing of the content of toxic substances

in the packaging materials, generate a problem which the

packaging industry is faced with.  

the increasing requirements of the consumers concerning the

purchase of safe, minimally processed foods as well as the

extended time of its storage under the home conditions mobilize

the food industry to introduce a new generation of packaging

– active, intelligent or appropriate food packaging systems,

adapted to a type of product. 

actiVE and intElligEnt packaging 

Active and intelligent packaging has been more and more

frequently utilized in food industry all over the world. in poland,

the discussed generation of packaging has not been universal

yet; it is not well known, as well. nevertheless, the producers of

foodstuffs become more and more interested in the mentioned

above products. the application of active and intelligent

packaging results also from the interest of aware consumers

in high quality foods, and their health safety and their new

preferences which affect the changes in the approach to food

packaging [5, 17, 45]. moreover, the development and

employment of active and intelligent packaging systems in

europe contributes to improvement of competitiveness of the

european foodstuffs as well as packaging industry in relation

to the usA, Australia and Japan [35]. 

in commission regulation (ec) no 450/2009 of 29 may 2009,

there were established specific requirements for the marketing

of active and intelligent materials and articles intended to come

into contact with food.   it was stated that “active materials

and articles” mean materials and articles that are intended to

extend the self-life or to maintain or improve the condition of

the packed food. they are designed to deliberately incorporate

components that that would release or absorb substances into

or from the packaged food ofr the environment surrounding

the food [38]. 

intElligEnt packaging

According to the definition given in commission regulation

(ec) no 450/2009 of 29 may 2009,: “intelligent materials and

articles mean materials and articles which monitor the condition

of the packed food or the environment surrounding the food”

[38]. from the definition it is followed that the task of the

intelligent packaging is to ensure for the user obtaining the

reliable and fair information about the conditions under which

the food is stored. it refers also to integrity of the packaging.

the intelligent packaging, therefore, extends the communicating

function of the traditional food packaging, additionally informing

the consumer about the changes, detected in the packaging or

its environment [4, 15]. 

in contrary to the active packaging, the intelligent packaging is

not aimed at release the substance to food product; therefore,

it is usually placed on the external side of the packaging material

and is properly separated from the product by a functional

barrier, i.e. the layer which makes the migration of substance

from the outside of the barrier to the product impossible. 

the intelligent packaging consists in monitoring of the conditions

under which the packaged food is found with the aim to deliver

the information about its quality during transport and storage.

such packaging plays the following intelligent functions:

detection, feeling, recording, tracing and, first of all, application

of scientific logics in order to facilitate undertaking the decisions

concerning extension of the shelf-life of the product, improvement

its quality, delivery of information and warnings against the

possible problems. the intelligent packaging does not have the

impact on the foodstuffs, that is, does not release the monitoring

indicators to the packaging, containing the product. it only

provides the customer, seller or producer with the information

about the state of the product [5, 8, 26, 50]. 

the intelligent materials appear mostly in a form of indicators.

We can distinguish the following indicators: temperature,

oxygen, freshness of the product, carbon dioxide and the

presence of pathogens. the indicators give also the “history”

of the temperature (“traceability of temperature”) during the

storage of a given product in the whole distribution chain. the

principle of indicator’s functioning consists in presentation of

the information based upon the visual signal [6].



At present, functions of the intelligent packaging are mainly

implemented by three methods: using sensors, indicators and

rfid system. the mentioned solutions differ from each other

not only in construction but also the quantity and type of the

data which may be introduced, downloaded as well as

transferred [5]. 

for the discussed type of packaging, there are employed the

materials which due to their specific composition absorb

different compounds; it is dependent on the indicator (internal

or external) which changes its colour and informs about the

change in the composition of the atmosphere inside the

packaging or about the changes occurring on the surface of

the product itself [4]. time and temperature integrators (tti),

freshness indicators and leakage indices may be employed as

indicators [4, 14, 19].

timE and tEmpEraturE intEgrators (tti 
– timE-tEmpEraturE indicators) 

the indicators of time and temperature integrator (tti) are

used with the aim of continuous monitoring of the current

temperature of the product and its environment. temperature

is one of the most important factors, deciding on the

appearance of unfavourable physico-chemical changes and

the presence of microorganisms in the product which requires

storage under refrigerator conditions e.g. in meat, fish and dairy

products. the principle of tti functioning consists in the

irreversible change in its properties as affected by temperature

higher than the set value, or as a result of thermal effect,

accumulated during the storage and transport. the

consequence of the mentioned change is visual effect,

proportional to its intensity; it is most frequently expressed as

discoloration of the surface of the label. it is especially

important in the case of frozen products and chilled food, e.g.

fresh meat, stored in a cold room or a frozen product. the

mentioned indicators allow, inter alia, registration of temperature

rise in the cold room or temporary thawing of the product what

causes the change in the colour of the indicator. iit enables

also monitoring of any deviations from optimum temperature

during the total distribution period and, simultaneously

summing up their intensity and time of occurrence. signal of

integrator informs indirectly about the abbreviation of the period,

being safe for the quality of the time of food storage [13, 23]. 

the application of time and temperature indicators (tti) which

are reliable, precise and characterized by a relatively simple

construction, allows forecasting the remaining period of the

shelf-life of the food product, based on the time of its exposure

to the temperature above the admitted values. tti indicators

facilitate the mentioned control in the case unit products [45].

the principle of their functioning consists in the irreversible

change in colour, as affected by too high temperature. the

mechanism of the discussed change of colour relies on the

chemical and/or microbiological reactions [4, 32]. At present,

all over the world, there are known following three types of

integrators: 

– Life Line™ - is consists of polymer, being situated inside a

circle, surrounded with a reference ring. the darker colour
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Indicator                                    Principle of acting                                               Information                                                           Application 

gas sensor (cO2 and O2)         chemical pH indicators and dyes,                    about the storage conditions,                           Food packed in modified

                                                    chamical  and mechanical reactions               leakage of the packaging                                   and controlled atmpsphere 

Time-temperature  (TTi)          chemical, enzymatic                                           about the conditions of storage                       Food product, requiring preservation

                                                    and mechanical reactions                                                                                                                  of the temperature regime 

Biosensor                                  chemical pH indicators, dyes reacting            about microbiological quality of food              easily deteriorating foods 

                                                    with metabolites of microorganisms 

rFiD System                             emission of radio waves                                    about the site of the product                            universal, for all types of food

                                                                                                                                    in the supply chain

TAb.1. The SelecTed APPlIcATIONS Of The INTellIgeNT PAckAgINg IN fOOd INduSTry [4, 19, 30]
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of polymer in the central part informs the consumer that

the packed product is not suitable for consumption due to

the expiration date which is placed on the packaging;

– 3M Monitor Mark® – signalizes the change, e.g. in

temperature by a coloured ring (or band) moving on a white

background. it is an effect of physical diffusion of the

solution with the chemically changed colour. such type 

of indicator signalizes the moment of exceeding the

temperature higher than that one which is recommended

for the product to maintain the appropriate quality. the

mentioned moment is signalised by a red colour of indicator; 

– Label vitsab® – activation of the indicator occurs by

destruction of the partition between two elements, i.e. liquid

containing the lipolytic enzyme and its lipid substrate and

ph indicator. together with the change in ph value, the dye

added to the system changes the colour from green into

sharp-yellow or orange-red. 

tti indicators are already employed for packaging of food

requiring refrigeration in many european countries. the self-

adhesive labels may be found, inter alia, on packaging with

fresh meat, butcher’s products, poultry, fish, salads and dairy

products [4, 5, 31, 32]. 

frEshnEss indicators

freshness indicators are the second group of intelligent

packaging. they differ mainly from tti (time-temperature

integrator) in that the quality of the product is signalised 

by direct reaction to the change in the composition of the

atmosphere inside the space of the packaging, or to the

changes occurring on a surface of the product itself.  freshness

indicators detect the presence of metabolite of microorganisms

such as carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, ammonia, amines,

hydrogen sulphide, organic acids, ethanol, toxins and enzymes.

in the discussed method, there are used electronic and optical

detectors and also, colour compounds generated in reaction

with the substances absorbed from the inside of the packaging.

Labels fresh tag®, intended for signalizing freshness of fish

and fish products and of the packed poultry elements have

been most widely applied. they contain plastic liner with the

ring fixed inside (from the side of packaging). the ring contains

chemical substance, being in a direct contact with the gases,

which diffuse from the inside of the packaging and it creates 

a colour reaction with volatile amines, resent in the gas.

together with the increase of amine concentration, the sharp-

yellow stain is shifted on thermometric scale of the ring, thus

determining the quality of e.g. meat product. there are also

the systems, reacting to different types of pathogenic bacteria,

e.g. Salmonella spp., Campylobacter, Listeria spp., or Escherichia

coli [4, 6, 46, 47]. 

the advantages of the indicators of such type include relatively

simple construction, low cost, practically lack of the possibility

of any interference (manipulation). the drawback may cover

the necessity of performing the additional protection during

packaging, often short period of their functioning, so such

instruments must be properly stored on packaging before their

installation [6]. 

indicators 
of lEakagE (failurE of tightnEss) 

in the packaging which is not hermetical, the protecting effect

of modified atmosphere on the product is decreased and the

microbiological and health danger for the consumer is

increased. the indicators of measurement of oxygen and

carbon dioxide content in the packaging may be used for

monitoring of food quality, in particular, meat and meat

products, fish and fish products and dairy products. the

principle of functioning of the discussed indicators consists in

the change of their colour as a result of chemical or enzymatic

reaction. Blue methylene is the most frequently employed

oxidising-reducing colour in tightness indicators in relation 

to oxygen.  indicators of carbon dioxide serve for monitoring of

the amount of the mentioned gas e.g. in meat products, packed

in mAp atmosphere. the example of cO2 indicator is, for

example, reflex indicator, produced in a form of label. the

mentioned indicator is used for determination of the desired

composition of gas mixture and identification of shortcomings

connected with the improper functioning of gas supplying

equipment [17, 24, 31, 39]. 
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stEfan jakucEWicz, d.sc., ph.d., prof. EmEritus

11th Edition 

of safE packaging 

confErEncE

On 17-18 november 2022, the eleventh conference: Safe

packaging” was held. The mentioned event came back to

Sopot after 4 years but this time, the place of the meeting

was Sheraton Hotel. 

the mentioned conference was, as usual, organized by editorial

offices of monthly magazines Opakowanie and POLIGRAFIKA.

during the event, eleven lectures were delivered and one

discussion panel was arranged. the conference lasted for two

days – the second day was destined for visit at J.s. hamilton

Laboratory in gdynia. it was attended by more than 200

participants. 

the partners of this year’s edition were the following companies:

Bank pekao sA, Bobst, eproductivity software, J.s. hamilton,

heidelberg, hubergroup, kurz, metsä Board, pc print, Vinfoil

and mL polyolefins. On Wednesday (16 november) at the

evening, J.s. hamilton Laboratory organized the welcome

cocktail party for the participants of the conference at the

legendary sopot spAtif. 

during the conference, 10 very interesting lectures on a very

high professional level were delivered. the mentioned lectures

were classified into three problem blocs; after each of them,

the session of questions and answers was arranged. the

subjects of the presentation were, as usual, connected with

the widely understood conception of “safe packaging”. 

traditionally, each of the speakers understood the mentioned

problem in a different way, so the presentations concerned

different subjects. As being the person who has held all so-far

organized conferences, i may state that the subjects presented

during the present edition, were very interesting, modern and

on a high professional level. year by year, the mentioned level

goes up and the range of the conceptions of safe packaging

becomes wider and wider. 

in the first block, 3 lectures were delivered (including 2 doubles

with different problems but approximating to the main lecture).  

the first speaker was andrzej kunstetter from Heidelberg

poland who presented very interesting lecture: ”Safe and eco-

friendly design of packaging”. it was the presentation of safety

of packaging from the beginning of its production. the Author

indicated the critical moments (points) during design of

cardboard packaging where the committed error eliminated 

a given packaging from further process or made it practically

unsuitable. the discussed lecture indicates and classifies (as

a catalogue) the sites – points of the design process which

are most crucial for the whole process of manufacture of

cardboard packaging and during which any mistakes or errors

should not take place. the presentation of Marek chmielewski

was a short supplementation of the discussed lecture. it

showed the safety of the product owing to the protection with

self-adhesive label (with hologram, Qr code, special inks, etc.).

in the opinion of the author, the intact label is only an evidence

of non-opening of the package but it does not give a guarantee

of authenticity of the packaged product. nowadays, all self-

11
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adhesive protections of this type, being called seals, are very

easy to become falsified. the Author suggested solution

“multidot” to be printed on self-adhesive label (seal). it is the

solution of heidelberg company, serving the needs on respect

of hidden marking and protection of the products for the benefit

of producer and consumer. everything may be falsified but

multidot is more difficult and at present, unprofitable for the

counterfeiters. 

the successive appearance entitled “whether improvement

may be eco-friendly? Trends in packaging manufacture” by

paweł kusiński from vinfoil company and by Marcin Suchocki

from pc print concerned cold transfer embellishment of

packaging (packaging overprints), material and machines for

running the mentioned above process. it also indicated the

decrease of the loads for the environment in connection with

the application of new materials. the dutch company Vinfoil is

the producer of machines for cold transfer. since 2007, it has

produced as many as 95 mentioned machines. in poland, there

are 6 installations. the difference between the cold transfer

and cold foil consists in the fact that in the first case, only

aluminium pigment of 2 μm thickness is transferred from

protective foil, having also thickness of 2 μm. in the case of

cold foil (cold stamping) we have to deal with the protective

foil pet 12 and the laminatede surface in the case of the

complete coating. in cold transfer, only ca. 2 g/m2 of pigment

(most frequently, dyed aluminium) is transferred on the

packaging what gives thickness of 2 μm. paper (cardboard)

packaging with such quantity of pigment is suitable for

recycling. the process of cold transfer may be also performed

INduStry eveNtS

ANdrzej kuNSTeTTer mArek chmIelewSkI PAweł kuSIńSkI
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in printing machines, having two towers or two free printing

assemblies. in the first set, glue is laid on and the transfer of

pigment layer from the foil is carried out. in the second set,

lacquer is laid. At present, there are already protective foils of 

6 μm thickness instead of 12 μm cold foil. it means a sustainable

development: 6 μm less of pet foil as waste. All materials, as

being described above, are produced by kurz company. 

the third presentation included two lectures of the

representatives of Bobst company. Mirosław kott delivered

the lecture: “era of digital production from BOBST connect”,

dedicated to remote digital supervision of machines by Bobst

company during their production and their remote diagnosing

and repair. BOBst connect is a complex digital solution,

increasing productivity of packaging manufacture. it was

designed with the aim to utilize the data, generated by machine,

improving quality and output in the whole production cycle.

the discussed equipment offers many functions and

functionalities which may help to optimize production at each

stage. 

the second lecturer, paweł kocik presented the lecture

“nOvaFOiL 106: the successive step in the evolution of hot-

stamping”. it is the newest equipment for hot-stamping,

produced by BOBst company. until now, 6 machines of this

type have been produced. there is no such installation in poland

yet. the discussed machine is characterized by a lower energy

consumption and lower working temperature. nOVAfOiL 106

machines are characterized by vertical (longitudinal) direction

of hot-stamping and transverse (perpendicular to the previous

one) direction. it is a novelty, allowing a considerable saving 

of energy and materials (foils in this case). hot stamping, in 

this case, is functioning independently in both mutually

perpendicular directions. it is also saving of foil and its carrier.

mArcIN SuchOckI mIrOSłAw kOTT PAweł kOcIk

krzySzTOf mrówczyńSkI mONIkA NOjSzewSkA PIOTr OrlIńSkI
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Briefly speaking, we obtain a considerable reduction of the

waste. 

After lunch break, the Head of the Department of Macro-

economic analyses, krzysztof Mrówczyński, presented the

lecture, which was developed by the team of analysts from

Bank pekao sA. its title was: ”Sector of packaging in the period

of economic turbulences”. in the mentioned lecture, financial

situation of packaging sector in poland and in the eu, with the

particular highlighting of the sector of packaging made from

wood and paper was discussed. the situation in the whole

mentioned sector with the classification into particular types

of packaging materials was presented. summing up of the

lecture included the developmental perspectives for packaging

sector in 2023.  the lecture contains several dozen figures and

diagrams; the decision-makers of the packaging sector should

get familiarized with e development of Bak pekao sA. 

the next appearance was entitled: “good data are the way to

the right decisions” by Monika nojszewska from eproductivity

Software. the mentioned above company (eps) is the world

leader in the field of complex software solutions for packaging

sector. the Author presented the continuously developing

system of solutions for packaging and print under the name of

packaging suite. it is a modular workflow system, developed

for the producers of cardboard boxes, labels, wide film and

extruded products. the names of the particular segments

correspond with the names of the sections in the company.

erp (enterprise resource planning) radius is a heart of the

system. it collects the data from the manufacturing hall (Bi,

Business intelligence) and gathers them at a real time (Ac4d).

in general, the radius system for packaging includes: marketing,

obtaining of order (e-commerce, crm (customer relationship

management), production management (pricing, order

management, ordering of work, due invoices, tools, purchase,

resources management, costs). the first three sections are

named “integration with pre-press esko/hybrid”. the successive

parts of erp radius system include pre-production (planning,

connection of the work, prepress) and data collection 

(Ac4d). the mentioned sections are integrated with financial 

systems. the successive departments (data collection and

postproduction) create the reports “Business intelligence (Bi).

the utilization of the systems, collecting the precise data at 

a real time and Bi with their registration and analysis of the

INduStry eveNtS
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process effectiveness facilitates obtaining of the so-called good

data, i.e. complete information on production and its control. 

the successive lecturer, piotr Orliński from Metsä Board

submitted the lecture “Business safety owing to the

appropriate choice of substrates”. the cooperative metsälitto

is the owner of metsä Board. its members, in the number of

ca. 100  000 persons, are the owners of the forests. the

mentioned fact has an impact on the total manufacturing

activity of metsä Board. in connection with it, the multi-layer

cardboards and liners are produced from primary fibres

(cellulose and Bctmp – bleached chemi-thermomechanical

pulp), deriving from processing of wood, obtained from own

plantations. the wood comes from certified forests and is 

a renewable raw material. the choice of such raw materials

and replacement of plastic coatings with natural ones produced

on their own guarantees and assures the possibility of

producing the cardboard packaging intended to be in direct

contact with the foodstuffs.  metsä Board produces multi-layer

cardboards of fBB (folding boxboard) type in four variants:

natural non-coated, coated with optical bleaching agent, coated

without optical bleaching agent and coated of premium type.

there are also produced cardboard for gastronomy fsB (food

service board) and white liners.  in production of barrier

cardboards, the barriers made from plastic materials have been

replaced, in certain cases, by the barriers produced from natural

substances. idea of the company consists in production of

light (reduction of the weights) and, at the same time, rigid

cardboards by the appropriate choice of raw materials and

structure of cardboard. the products of metsä Board concern

are identifiable and are characterized by a repeatable quality,

they are suitable for recycling; owing to the application of

sustainable development, their production is characterized by

relatively small carbon footprint, decreasing year by year. 

the successive appearance was dedicated to inks for printing

on packaging of foodstuffs. the lecture “responsible choice

of the components for production of food packaging” was

delivered by robert kuczera from hubergroup polska. the

mentioned lecture was dedicated to discussion of the inks

which serve for overprinting of food packaging. generally, they

are inks named mgA (abbreviation of german phrase: migration

und geruch Arm, what means inks with a low migration level

and low own smell). hubergroup concern has been occupied in

production  and studies of mgA inks for 30 years. Just 30 years

ago their first offset series was developed. nowadays, there

are produced offset mgA inks for printing of food packaging,

together with the special additives and acrylic lacquer. instead

The fINAl ITem ON The PrOgrAmme wAS A PANel dIScuSSION ON "The rOle Of PlASTIc PAckAgINg ANd PAckAgINg wASTe 

IN A cIrculAr ecONOmy" The SITuATION ON The PlASTIcS recyclINg mArkeT wAS dIScuSSed by: emIlIA TArłOwSkA, dArIuSz SykuTerA Ph.d., 

ANd krzySzTOf NOwOSIelSkI. The dIScuSSION wAS mOderATed by ANNA NAruSzkO
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of vegetal and mineral oils, the discussed inks contain special

esters of fatty acid hV. the mentioned esters possess the

branched particle which blocks their migration throughout the

pores of paper. mgA inks do not contain classical metallic

siccatives. mgA natura inks are especially produced for

foodstuff packaging. there is also available mgA uV intended

for sheet offset and mgA flexo uV for flexographic printing.

the recent achievements of hubergroup include sheet offset

inks mgA dfc for packaging in direct contact with food

products. the lecturer presented a series of inks with different

properties, destined for printing of food packaging which,

depending on the requirements, may be consciously chosen

by the printer.  

adam Fotek from J.S. Hamilton was the successive speaker.

in his lecture entitled “what we should pay attention to when

evaluating the printed packaging intended for food products?”,

he presented the most important changes and trends with

which we will be encountered in the nearest future. they include

as follows: 

– publication of german regulations concerning inks and

lacquers;

– development of the change in Annex 10 to swiss Ordinance;

– french rules concerning mOsh/mOAh;

– changes in sup (single-use plastics);

– increase of the participation of plastics coming from

recycling;

– directive (eu) 2019/904 of the european parliament and of

the council of 5 June 2019 on the reduction of the impact

of certain plastic products on the environment;

– meeting of the committee of technical Adaptation of sup;

– products manufactured by the water dispersion technology

shall be considered as plastics and, therefore, shall be

covered with the range of sup directive 2019/904.

the last professional item of the conference agenda included

discussion panel “The role of plastic packaging and plastic

packaging waste in the circular economy”, organized by ML

polyolefins. 

the situation on the recycling market was discussed by the

following participant: emilia Tarłowska, Manager of commu-

nication and public relations in plastics recyclers europe,

prof. Dariusz Sykutera from the Faculty of production

Technologies of Bydgoszcz university of Technology and

krzysztof nowosielski, commercial director and the proxy at

ML polyolefins. emilia tarłowska delivered a short presentation,

illustrating the present legal status – it will be the subject of 

a separate article. the discussion was guided by anna naruszko,

the editor-in-chief of two monthly magazines: POLIGRAFIKA and

Opakowanie. during the discussion, it was stressed that the

new regulations concerning recycling, including mechanical

method of pet treatment and the methods of recycling 

in the circular economy system have been introduced. the

interlocutors wondered from where the recyclers would gain

the material for processing. 

the mentioned discussion was professional and fruitful. 

After dinner, the ceremony of granting the pce (packaging

circular economy) certificates was organized by mL polyolefins

company. 

On november 18, after breakfast, there was organized a visit

to Laboratory J.s. hamilton. its aim was to get familiarized

with the newest research tools and their capabilities. the

equipment made a very high impression on the visitors. 

INduStry eveNtS
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anna naruszko, m.sc.

k 2022 – innoVation driVEr 

for thE global plastics and 

rubbEr industry

Multitude of concrete solutions, machines and products 

for the transformation towards a circular economy were

presented at k 2022, that took place October 19th -26th 2022

in Messe Düsseldorf.  

K in Düsseldorf has once again fulfilled highest expectations. It

continues to be the most international, complete and innovative

trade fair of the global plastics and rubber industry – says erhard

wienkamp, Managing Director at Messe Düsseldorf. – The

trade fair has impressively demonstrated just how valuable face-

to-face networking, chance meetings and physical brand and

product experiences are. We are very satisfied to see that K 2022

succeeded in sending out strong signals as an innovation driver of

the industry and that our exhibitors did business with a high number

of international customers with great decision-making powers.

176,000 trade visitors from all continents travelled to their 

most relevant sectoral event in düsseldorf. At over 70% the

proportion of international guests at k 2022 remained at 

a constantly high level. 

the verdict from ulrich reifenhäuser, chairman of the exhibitor

advisory Board at k 2022, is also very positive: After hardly any

trade fairs could take place worldwide also on a national level over

the past three years, K 2022 was all the more eagerly anticipated

as the world’s No. 1 trade fair of the plastics and rubber industry

and succeeded in providing fresh impetus in all sectors of our

industry. The many, in part, unexpected concrete contract

negotiations held at the trade fair speak for themselves!

the current unpredictability and uncertainty of events does

make for a tight situation in the sector overall, but this did not
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do any harm to exhibitor commitment and visitor interest, quite

on the opposite: Especially now in turbulent times and where the

plastics industry is undergoing transformation towards the circular

economy K 2022 was the ideal place to jointly and actively chart

the course for the future, sums up ulrich reifenhäuser.

it was especially the wealth of new technology developments

that raw materials producers, machine manufacturers and

plastics processors presented for implementing the circular

economy, resource conservation and climate protection that

thrilled the trade visitors. commenting on this ulrich

reifenhäuser says: It can be clearly felt that all companies have

embraced the need to take on social responsibility and think about

plastics in a sustainable way from the beginning of the process

chain. The variety of solutions, machinery and products for

transformation towards a circular economy presented at K 2022

was incredible.

the trade visitors at this year’s k travelled from 157 nations to

the rhine. next to germany, those european countries strongly

represented on the visitors’ part included the netherlands, italy,

turkey, france, Belgium, poland and spain. With 42% of visitors

coming from overseas, the reach of k is as high as usual among

the international trade audience. While visitors from the east

Asian region, in particular, were less well represented than 

at k three years ago due to the currently more difficult

conditions in those countries on account of quarantine

regulations, numerous visitors from the usA, Brazil and india

were welcomed at k 2022. 

for around two thirds of all visitors polled machinery and plant

construction ranked first in terms of interest. 57% and, hence

5% more than at k 2019, said they were interested in raw and

auxiliary materials, with recyclates and bioplastics being

particularly popular. for 28% semi-finished products and

technical parts made of plastics and rubber were the main

reason for coming (multiple responses possible). Over 70% of

all visitors come from top and middle management. 

top marks were given by visitors to k 2022 for the

completeness of its ranges and its mapping of the entire supply

chain. 98% of all professionals stated they had fully achieved

the goals associated with their visit.

during the eight trade fair days it became clear that this year’s

k was right on target with its selection of hot topics, circular

economy, climate protection and digitalisation. in terms of

investment intentions, machinery and equipment for processing

and recycling stood out at 43%. the focus was particularly on

sustainability, but also on circular economy and energy/

/resource efficiency in production. Around 40% of decision-

makers said they were looking into the topic of decarbonisation.  

IN TermS Of INVeSTmeNT PlANS, mAchINery 

ANd SOluTIONS fOr PrOceSSINg ANd recyclINg were

INdIcATed by 43% Of reSPONdeNTS.

SuSTAINAbIlITy wAS The mAIN fOcuS, AS well 

AS cIrculAr ecONOmy ANd eNergy/reSOurce effIcIeNcy 

IN PrOducTION.



the k specials, which also focused on the three hot topics,

were also very well received. the official special show, ‘plastics

shape the future’, focused on the economic, social and

ecological challenges and potential solutions around the k

guiding topics in high-calibre discussions and lectures, and 

this show was well attended throughout.  the circular economy

forum, where the VdmA and 13 of its member companies

impressively demonstrated the importance of technology in

the implementation of the circular economy in the plastics

industry, scored points with the international audience with live

demonstrations and a great deal of well-founded knowledge

as well as detailed information on the topic. 

At this year’s k in düsseldorf, there was also a lot of discussion

about the global production language, Opc uA. this standard

allows the processing parameters of the machinery and

equipment involved to be coordinated more precisely and in 

a more targeted manner. this, in turn, is considered an

important prerequisite for optimised circular management. 

40 companies from eight countries participated in an Opc uA

demonstration project at the trade fair.  

At the science campus both exhibitors and visitors at k 2022

were provided with a condensed overview of scientific activities

and findings in the plastics and rubber sector. numerous

universities, institutes and funding bodies offered opportunities

for direct dialogue here. 

the offer of the plastics training initiative (kAi) was used by

many pupils, trainees and students to gather information on

the job profiles and career opportunities in the plastics industry. 

the next k düsseldorf will be held from 8 to 15 October 2025. 
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176,000 TrAde VISITOrS frOm All cONTINeNTS TrAVelled TO TheIr mOST releVANT SecTOrAl eVeNT IN düSSeldOrf. 

AT OVer 70% The PrOPOrTION Of INTerNATIONAl gueSTS AT k 2022 remAINed AT A cONSTANTly hIgh leVel. 

The curreNT uNPredIcTAbIlITy ANd geOPOlITIcAl uNcerTAINTy

ImPAcT PlASTIcS INduSTry, buT ThIS hAS NOT hurT exhIbITOr

eNgAgemeNT ANd VISITOr INTereST.
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